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Final fantasy games playable on ps4

Playstation 4 has been an absolute juggernaut of its console generation. Coming in $100 less than the Xbox One at launch, finally outselling it 2-1, and having a more powerful base model all helped cement the PS4 as the winner in this round of console wars. Whether the Playstation 5 can repeat this success remains to be seen. But when the PS4 starts to
arrive at the end of its time, we think it's a good opportunity to have a look at the best games on the PS4. Spider-Man's Spider-Man Marvel may be the best game ever made to carry the Marvel brand. This is also, without a doubt, the best video game adaptation of the popular web slinger franchise. You play as Peter Parker (AKA Spider-Man) and an
incredible New York open world is your playground. The story is top notch, there are a million things to do and, best of all, the site-swinging mechanics are spectacular. There has never been an open world game with such unique and exciting passing mechanisms. Spidey herself is also the best with tight combat and a host of fun villains to face, Spider-Man
is almost the perfect all-round game with vast appeal even for non-Marvel fans. Horizon Zero Dawn Horizon Zero Dawn is a new intellectual property in a gaming industry that is stuffed into bearing with remakes, remasters and a follow-up. Coming from the same developer who created the amazing Killzone series, Horizon Zero Dawn is an open-world sci-fi
game that pushes ps4 to its absolute limit. Most likely the most beautiful game on the platform, the setting is an incredible distant future world where humans have regressed to relatively primitive levels. At the same time, robotic animals roaming the wilderness and the mysterious ancient forces still playing can mean the end of even this difficult existence.
You play as a young woman named Aloy, who must figure out where she comes from and what the future of the earth can be. The realistic game involves leveling up and customizing your character, hunting robots and helping a diverse bunch of tribes with their troubles. Horizon Zero Dawn is an absolute must-play title for anyone who owns a PS4. God of
War This is not the original God of War for Playstation 2. Instead, it is a soft reboot set after the last game in the original series. You don't have to play anything that comes first, but it will definitely enhance the experience. With a Nordic setting, God's war breaks with the Greek pantheon of previous games. We join Kratos and his sons as they lay other
members of their family to rest. Now Kratos and his boy have to fight incredible creatures in beautiful and exotic settings. God of War will be a smash hit even if it must be part of a mega-franchise. The graphics and combat are excellent, while the story matches the high standard gamers who have come to expect of the game. While this new God of war
played quite differently from those who came before it, the subtleies for spectacle and drama literally remain at the core of the experience. Persona 5 (Royal) Japanese role-playing game series Persona is not exactly mainstream and they themselves are a spin-off of the game Shin Megami Tensei even more ambiguous. However, Persona has had a devoted
following since the days of the original Playstation. By the third title people were starting to notice, and Persona 4 was a legitimate hit. Persona 5 is a groundbreaking title and is almost praised by both critics and players. You play as a high school student who is involved in a world beneath us where people have spiritual castles. As the Phantom Thief, you
need to steal treasure in the center of the castle to change the person's mentality for the better. Yes, it's as exotic as it sounds, but Persona 5 tells an extraordinary story and uses new gameplay to add spices to the JRPG formula. When not in another world, you go to school, communicate, pursue ho interests and often live your life. It all affects your
character's stats and powers. Persona 5 also has a style that comes from every pore. From slick user interface design to music and character design, this game is so hip that it can't see on its own pelvis. Sorry, Douglas Adams. The Royal version of the game is one to get now. As a new player, it has significant additions and improvements to the original
game. Final Fantasy 7 Remake Final Fantasy 7 is one of the best games on ps4 with great reputation. It was the first Final Fantasy game to use 3D graphics and it was an introduction to the power of the first Playstation console. Since its 1997 release, fans have called for a re-start on more modern machines. Finally, in the PS4 era, they received what they
asked for. This re-version is actually a complete re-version. First of all, this is not the complete story. Instead, this is the first in the Remake series, so expect more releases as time goes on. Second, Square Enix has recreated the story and character in significant ways. Fill in the gaps left to our fantasy in 1997 graphics and completely rethink the combat
system. Although it may be a re telling of Final Fantasy 7, this game is an advanced modern game that takes lessons from the last few games and runs with new ideas. Final Fantasy 7 Remake was also met with near universal acclaim and was an important PS4 title for both new and old fans. Honorable Mentions There are a lot of great games on PS4. We
think the people mentioned above deserve to be called the best game on PS4, but as always tastes different. For example, Bloodborne is often listed as one of the absolute top titles on the console. However, it only appeals to a narrow set of children Hardcore gamers crave tough punishment. Similarly, Gran Turismo Sport is undoubtedly the bearer of the
PS4 flag when it comes to racing games, but has quite appropriate appeal. Death Stranding Quirky is a masterpiece of graphics and game design but it's like the video game equivalent of a home art movie. Ps4 also has games like The Last Of Us Remaster, which are essential games to play, but are a PS3 port. It should also be said that there are still some
heavy hitters on the horizon before the PS4 calls it a day. The best games can still come, as usually happens at the end of the console generation. Ghost of Tsushima and The Last of Us 2 are angling to be contenders for the title, but only time will tell. Which game do you think is the absolute best that PS4 has to offer? Whatever they are, there can be no
doubt that Sony is leaving this generation on a high note, which gets us excited for what the next generation will bring. (Photo credit: Sony) To help keep folks at home (and entertain while locked out), Sony is currently offering two of the best PS4 games for free right now. As part of the Play At Home initiative, Sony is allowing PS4 owners to download
Uncharted: The Nathan Drake Collection and Journey for free from today until May 5. Unsurprisingly, the idea is to encourage people to stay at home, and thus reduce the spread of COVID-19, which is currently a public health crisis-level epidemic. While far from being the latest PS4 games available, Uncharted: The Nathan Drake Collection and Journey are
both playstation exclusive, and the game is highly rated. (Technically, a collection of games is appreciated, in the case of Uncharted.) Journey is a very relaxing and visually evocative game with a surprising social element, so it may be exactly the right game to distract a person's mind from the coronavirus epidemic. Uncharted: Nathan Drake's collection
contains the first three Uncharted games, remastered to harness the power of PS4. So there is enough in both games to keep those locked occupied. People around the world are doing the right thing by staying at home to help stop the spread of COVID-19. We are extremely grateful to everyone for taking our physical and responsible practice as a serious
family entertainment platform, so we are asking our community to continue to support safe choices and the need to play at home , Sony's president and CEO Jim Ryan explained. To access the games for free, you just need to log into the PS Store and download them to your PS4. There is no need for any additional subscriptions or Access to PlayStation
Plus. But there's more to playing at home than just a few free games to keep people inside. The initiative will also establish a fund to help fund smaller in-house game studios, which may be in financial difficulty from the spread of COVID-19. Independent developers are critical to the hearts and souls of the gaming community and we understand the difficulties
and financial struggles that many smaller gaming firms face face, Ryan said. Along with that, [Sony] has developed a fund to support them during this time. We spent $10 million to support our independent development partners. Sony's Sony the arm has long had a good relationship with independent studios and independent developers, so this funding
makes sense. And with the PS5 due to launch later this year, there are a host of developers on board that will help Sony's next-generation console square up to Sony's best Xbox Series X.Today 4 Pro dealsSony PlayStation 4 Pro... PlayStation 4 Pro 1TB ConsoleSony PlayStation 4 Pro 1TB... PlayStation 4 Pro 1TB Console... Console...
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